Has Your Process Control System Become a White **ELEPHANT**?

**white elephant** – noun 1. A white elephant is an idiom for a valuable but burdensome possession of which its owner cannot dispose and whose cost (particularly of upkeep) is out of proportion to its usefulness: *When he bought the mansion he didn’t know it was going to be such a white elephant.*

---

You’re Invited! **JUNE 7 @ HESCO**

Come to HESCO’s **FREE** Process Solutions Seminar sponsored by Rockwell Automation and Allen-Bradley to learn how Integrated Architecture featuring PlantPAx running on open EtherNet/IP networks can solve these concerns.

We Feel **Your** Pain …

- Are maintenance contract costs for your proprietary control system driving you to the brink of despair?
- Is the threat of obsolescence hanging over your head?
- When you have to design, develop, and deploy a new skid, do you have the right tools and resources to seamlessly integrate into your end-users environment?
- Does conforming to growing regulations and traceability requirements, along with demands for sustainable solutions, have you feeling like you are drowning under insurmountable pressures?

**Process Seminar Agenda  JUNE 7 @ HESCO**

- **8:30-8:40**  
  Kick Off – Riffle

- **8:40-9:10**  
  Regulatory Compliance -- What’s new, What’s changing – Moylan

- **9:10-9:40**  
  How to Manage Obsolescence and Migration – Riffle/Colagiuri

- **9:40-9:55**  
  Success Story – System Integrator, Mitchell Services, reviews successful Bailey to ControlLogix conversion - Gizio

- **9:55-10:05**  
  Break

- **10:05-11:05**  
  PlantPAx - Ward

- **11:05-11:20**  
  Process Demo-Ward/Samuel

- **11:20-11:45**  
  Success Story - Moylan

- **11:45-12:00**  
  E&H – McCaughey

- **12:00-12:30**  
  Scalable Batch/S88 – Moylan

- **12:30**  
  Lunch/Batch Demo - Samuel

---

* A HALF-DAY SEMINAR WITH MAXIMUM IMPACT. **FREE** Event with Lunch included.

**HESCO TRAINING CENTER** 30 Inwood Rd, Rocky Hill, CT 06067

Register today, contact Goldie Stears 860-760-4908 or via gstears@hesconet.com